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Tool 6.1b: Theory of Change Workshop 

This tool in coordination with Monitoring WP helps you identify the long-term impact you are 
planning for each CLEVER Action Lab. The main outcome is to assess NBS impact by 
identifying monitoring and impact measurement framework and set the KPIs for each CAL. 

What 

Topic A collaborative activity with presentation and board maps.  

PRODUCT 
• The ToC table for each CAL in CLEVER Cities at 

the FR city; to be included in the CAL ID 
document under progress. 

Why 
Theory of change helps local cluster in a shared understanding on the 
expected impact. Providing a simple and clear way to articulate a mission and 
report-out findings on how to measure and evaluate impact.  

Who- With Whom This is an internal activity of CALs technical team with LMT, thematic experts 
and core UIP, local stakeholders, may include interested citizens if needed.  

How Through a focus group, i.e. about 5 to 10 people getting together to carry out 
the collaborative activity. 

PREPARATION Easy to prepare (Approximately 30 minutes) 

Duration 3 hours, depending on focus group discussions.  

Materials Needed 

• The simplest way is to work with a large template sheet (A3 minimum, 
or on a flip chart), with lots of sticky notes.   

• This can be done on a table or on a wall. 
• Large post-its or coloured cards (suggested A5 format) for listing the 

main impact, outcomes, outputs and activities. 
• Pens, tape and consumables 

CARRYING OUT THE ACTIVITY 

 Prepare a presentation with the guide to ToC process to carry out the workshop, see TOC 
workshop material.   

 Review your CAL description, focus area spatially, and establish the roles and responsibilities 
in the technical group working team.  

 Start your collaborative activities and explain the theory of change presentation. What is ToC, 
why create a ToC with local cluster, and what is the aim to create ToC for each CAL. 

https://clevercitiesguidance.files.wordpress.com/2019/03/d4-guide-to-toc-workshop-slides.pptx
https://clevercitiesguidance.files.wordpress.com/2019/03/d4-guide-to-toc-workshop-slides.pptx
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Differentiate the terminologies used in Theory of Change workshops and give examples on 
what does the ToC look like and interrelationships between its components.  

 Before starting give description of each CAL and align participants on CAL ID document 
periodic updates.  

 Ask participants to individually brainstorm by listing impact, outcomes, reality check, etc. Work 
backwards on all activities of Theory of Change by making assumptions, as follows:  

 
Figure 8: guide to Theory of Change process. Source: YF/TEC WP4 guidance to cities.  

 Define Your impact as a newspaper headline: Can you devise a one-sentence 
statement describing the clear and inspirational long-term change resulting from your 
work? 

 Make a Reality check consideration on What’s the context and challenge now 
which means that the NBS is needed? 

 Try and develop 3 sets of outcome statements describing impact on direct 
beneficiaries, secondary beneficiaries, and wider beneficiaries.  

 Consider The amount and quality of your activities and resources: What specific 
number and type of resources and activities lead to your outcomes? 

 Define activities based on What you use and what you do to achieve your impact.  

 Review and test your theory of change: look if anything is missing, unnecessary, and 
identify if any common pitfalls occurred.  

 Report out to LMT and evaluate the correlation of ToC impact and outcomes to be the basis 
for developing the monitoring framework and KPIs for your CAL, see tool 6.4.   

https://clevercitiesguidance.files.wordpress.com/2019/03/20190227_cal-id_v5_monitoring-toc.docx
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GLA team, Source: YF/TEC WP4 guidance to cities. 

 

 
Figure 9: Mock-up example of ToC for CAL3 in Milan (Source: POLIMI/Eliante, FPM February 20th, 2019).  
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